MAINTAINING SKIN INTEGRITY AND PREVENTING PRESSURE INJURIES

The skin is the largest organ of the body. Skin protects the body by creating a barrier to the environment, regulates the body’s temperature, supports peripheral circulation and helps maintain fluid balance. Skin also is a reservoir for the formation of Vitamin D. The nerves in the skin provide sensations that detect changes in the environment such as heat, cold, touch, and pain. The skin is made of two layers, the epidermis and dermis, which cover the underlying tissues, muscles, and bones. “Skin integrity” refers to the intact, unbroken nature of healthy skin. Open wounds to the skin, such as those that occur with pressure injuries, make an individual more vulnerable to infection, sickness and death.

- What are pressure injuries?
  - Localized damage to the skin and underlying soft tissue.
  - Areas where the bony part of the skeleton is prominent and particularly vulnerable, such as: elbows, heals, toes, base of spine, back of head, shoulders, hips, buttocks, and ears.
  - Injury may also result from the use of medical or other devices in contact with the skin.
  - Pressure injury results from intense and/or prolonged pressure or pressure in combination with friction and shearing.
  - Friction and shearing occur when the skin comes in contact with and slides on items including bedding, wheelchairs, chairs, or incontinence briefs.
The pressure and shearing prevent blood from providing oxygen to the skin. The lack of blood and the oxygen it contains causes damage to the tissue and the pressure injury occurs.

Risks for developing a pressure injury include: increased moisture, poor nutrition, poor perfusion or blood flow, other medical illnesses, and the general condition of the skin.

Pressure injuries are also called bed sores, decubiti, pressure ulcers, and skin breakdown.

**Why is preventing pressure injuries important?**

Pressure injuries disrupt and destroy the skin and anything underneath, including muscle and bone. Bacteria entering the sore can cause infection. In some cases, infection in the tissue can lead to bone infection, also called osteomyelitis. Infections can worsen and result in sepsis (when infection enters the blood), which can lead to shock and even death.

Pressure injuries can be very painful which can affect quality of life.

**Who is at risk for developing a pressure injury?**

Individuals who
- are elderly
- use medical devices
- have communication deficits
- have cognitive and physical impairments
- have poor blood circulation
- have diabetes

Other contributing factors include:
- Fragile skin
- Immobility – sitting or lying in one position for an extended time
- Incontinence
- Poor nutrition
- Inadequate hydration
- Diminished sensory perception
- Decreased mental awareness
- Impaired blood circulation
- Contractures
• What are the signs and stages of a pressure injury?
  o Pressure injuries can occur quickly within hours. If the pressure is not relieved and the injury is left untreated, it will progress to damage the skin and the underlying tissue, muscle, and bone.
  o The first sign of a pressure injury is localized area of:
    ▪ Redness or purplish color
    ▪ Change in temperature from surrounding skin
    ▪ Change in the texture of the skin such as bogginess or induration
    These signs do not go away after 15 minutes of relieving pressure from the area.
  o The stages of pressure injuries are based on the severity of the wound.
    o IMPORTANT: Notify the health care practitioner (HCP) if there are concerns for a pressure wound. Because pressure injuries can have many different appearances, the HCP should be alerted to any skin changes that are noted, particularly in areas at risk for pressure injury.

• What is the treatment for pressure injuries?
  o Relieve pressure on the area
  o Notify the HCP at the first sign of redness that does not resolve within 15 minutes after relieving the pressure
  o Follow treatment plan prescribed by the HCP, wound care clinic, or wound specialist
    ▪ Treatment may be painful; if so, notify health care practitioner
  o Provide adequate nutrition and hydration
  o Follow bowel and bladder incontinence plan
  o Prevent/manage infection

• How can pressure injuries be prevented?
  o Routine skin check – identify at risk individuals
  o Good nutrition
  o Maintain adequate hydration
  o Incontinence care – with each soiling:
    ▪ change briefs
    ▪ clean area gently with mild soap
    ▪ pat dry, apply barrier cream, ointment, pastes or skin protectants if prescribed
  o Keep skin clean and dry
  o Follow re-positioning plan – Change position every 2 hours, at least, while in bed and every 15 minutes to 1 hour when in wheelchair or sitting
- Use proper positioning and turn/lift techniques to decrease shearing and friction
- Apply skin moisturizers
- Protection from environment
- Protection from heat or from cold air
- Use of prescribed pressure relieving cushions, mattresses, and devices
- Avoid rubbing skin or massaging bony prominences
- Avoid tight clothing/shoes
- Encourage activity/range of motion
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